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Humble Indie Bundle X Adds 3 More Games [3]

3089 A Futuristic Action RPG Released On Steam [4]

Help Make Open Source AMD Graphics Drivers Better [5]

Steam Runtime Changes Inbound For Linux [6]

Valve updates SteamOS Beta with better GPU and CPU performance [7]

Valve has been hard at work lately, and they have released an update to the SteamOS to
improve its performance. The changes to the GPU and CPU come via reduced demands.
According to a post on the Steam Community Group, the change we?re excited about
includes, ?Reduced CPU and GPU usage while games are running by interrupting Big Picture
and overlay rendering.? The update also fixes some tearing issues, (vertical lines running
through the screen) that were experienced on AMD platforms under strenuous gaming.

Galcon Legends Strategy Game Has Arrived For Linux [8]

Continue?9876543210 Review (PC/Mac/Linux/iOS) [9]

Double Fine's 'Broken Age Act 1' Hits Windows, Mac and Linux January 28th, iOS Version Hitting "In the Future" [10]

CID THE DUMMY for MAC and LINUX available on Steam [11]

SteamOS updated with AMD support [12]

When SteamOS released at the end of last year, there were some features missing. Not just
Steam features either, as drivers and support for AMD and Intel chipsets were also missing.
There were work arounds for it, however Nvidia cards were clearly the best way to use the
new OS. This situation hasn?t lasted long though, as SteamOS has been updated to now
support these neglected cards.

CID THE DUMMY for MAC and LINUX available on Steam [11]
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